ANTIFOULING
SEAFEORCE 300 AV
LIGHT RED
3GFLRD

CONTAINS PETROLEUM DISTILLATES
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.
DANGER

FOR COMMERCIAL USE ONLY. DO NOT USE IN OR AROUND A HOUSEHOLD OR DWELLING.
NET 20 LITERS (5.284 GALLONS)
3GBRDWVA

DANGER

COVERED SURFACE: WATER; AIR; PAPER; PAPERBOARD; PLASTIC; GLASS; TEXTILE; METAL; WOOD

UNPROTECTED PERSONS SHOULD BE KEPT OUT OF THE TREATMENT AREA WITH A DISTANCE OF 10 FEET, DO NOT ENTER OR STAY IN TREATMENT AREA UNTIL ALL MATERIAL IS BLOWN AWAY, AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN, EYES OR CLOTHING, AVOID BREATHING VAPORS OR SPRAY SPLASH, IF CONTACT ACCIDENTALLY OCCURS WASH WITH SOAP AND WATER IF NOT, SEEK INSTANT MEDICAL ATTENTION

NO FIRE OR FLAME EQUIPMENT, NO OPEN FLAMES, NO SMOKE, NO OPENHEAT, NO SPARKS, NO ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

ANTIFOULING FOR METAL BOTTOMS
TO CLEAN, DESILICATE, DESALINIZATE, DEFLAKE, REMOVE MILDEW, ALGAE, TINE, MINOR CRACKS, BRITTLE, AND IRON OXIDE FROM ALL SURFACES SUCH AS BOAT DECKS, HULLS, HATCHES, RAILS, PROPELLERS, ETC.
AFTER APPLYING THE PRODUCT, APPLY A COAT OF THE PRODUCT TO THE CLEANED AREA AS A PROOF OF THE CLEANED AREA IS SHOWN

APPENDIX A (CONTINUED)

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

SURFACE PREPARATION

DO NOT USE ON ANIMALS OR IN THE ENVIRONMENT

APPLICATION

DRYING TIME

THE VOC OF THIS PAINT IS 330
GRAMS/LITER (2.75 LBS./GAL.)
ANTIFOULING SEAFORCE 300 AV
DARK RED
3GFDRD

CONTAINS PETROLEUM DISTILLATES
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

DANGER

FOR COMMERCIAL USE ONLY. DO NOT USE IN OR AROUND A HOUSEHOLD OR DWELLING.
NOT SOLD FOR USE IN AIR POLLUTION REGULATION AREAS. PHYSICALLY REACTIVE PER RULE 132

WASHINGTON STATE REQUIREMENTS ON REUSE PANEL.

NET 20 LITERS (5.284 GALLONS)
3GBDRDWVA

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

DANGER

DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE, HARMFUL IF INGESTED.
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Keep container closed when not in use. In case of spillage, absorb with inert material and dispose of in accordance with applicable regulations.

TOXIC MATERIALS ARE TOXIC, IMPROPER DISPOSAL OF EXCESS PESTICIDE SPRAY MIXTURE OR RESIDUE IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW. IF THESE WASTES CANNOT BE DISPOSED OF BY USERS ACCORDING TO LABEL INSTRUCTIONS, CONTACT YOUR STATE PESTICIDE OR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AGENCY, ON THE HAZARDOUS WASTE REPRESENTATIVE AT THE NEAREST EPA REGIONAL OFFICE FOR GUIDANCE.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

TRIPLE RINSE (OR EQUIVALENT) THEN OFFER FOR RECYCLING OR REPROCESSING, OR PUNCTURE AND DISPOSE OF IN A SANITARY LANDFILL OR BY OTHER APPROVED STATE AND LOCAL PROCEDURES.